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EDITORS' PICKS
Leonardo DiCaprio
may play Steve Jobs:
report
A great job may put off
Leonardo DiCaprio's "long
break" from acting. The 39
yearold actor might be
pegged to play the role of
Apple Computers cofounder Steve Jobs, the
'The Other Woman'
Hollywood Reporter first reported.

premieres in Los
Angeles

The stars of "The Other
Woman" graced the red
carpet in Los Angeles for
the film's Tinseltown
premiere.

‘Game of Thrones’
author distances
himself from TV
version rape scene
TENNER/EVERETT

Annette Bening and Julianne Moore star in Lisa Cholodenko's pitchperfect family drama.

TITLE:
The Kids Are All
Right

RELATED NEWS
The elements crush
'The Last Airbender'

Sundance audiences are notorious for their optimism, embracing mediocre
indies that quickly flop in the real world. But occasionally, festival fans get it
exactly right, shining the spotlight on small, special films that need the extra
boost. Last year's recipient of those wellearned accolades was "Precious."
This year, it's Lisa Cholodenko's "The Kids Are All Right."

'Eclipse' is win for
Teams Edward and
Jacob

The story of a family that is both as unique and as ordinary as any other, "Kids"
may sound like typically quirky arthouse fare. But this is a movie for everyone 
and, in one way or another, about everyone, too.

'Grown Ups' gets old
really fast

It really doesn't matter if you have two mothers, like California teens Joni (Mia

TomCam add BANG
to 'Knight and Day'
Awkward! 'Cyrus'
laughs off discomfort
Bombshells away:
Fox even bores in
'Jonah Hex'

Wasikowska) and Laser (Josh Hutcherson). Or if you're an affluent, mildly new
age lesbian like their moms, Jules (Julianne Moore) and Nic (Annette Bening).
What you'll recognize most about this clan is how they relate to each other, in
each beautiful, comical, and painfully familiar way.

Sunday night's episode of
"Game of Thrones" was
hard to watch even for
George R.R. Martin. The
author of the "A Song of Ice and Fire" books on which
Sexy celeb vacation
the hit HBO fantasy series is based took to the
Twitter photos
comments section of his blog Monday to distance
Since
have no rape scene.
himselfcelebrities
from a controversial
problem oversharing their
luxurious lives on Twitter,
you can live vicariously
through them  even when
they're on vacation.

Oprah Winfrey’s
stepmother claims
she’s been left
homeless
Barbara Winfrey, 66, spoke
out in an interview with the
Daily Mail about how her
famous stepdaughter is
kicking her out of the marital home she's shared for 14
FROM AROUND THE WEB
years with Oprah's dad, Vernon Winfrey, in the wake of
their divorce.

Granted, their immediate issues are somewhat unconventional. When Joni and
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Celebrity Feuds:
Actors Who Refuse
To Work Together
(The Richest)
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Laser decide to find their moms' sperm donor, they meet Paul (Mark Ruffalo),
an easygoing, happily single restaurateur. Much to his surprise, he likes the
idea of being a dad. But adding a new member to a tightly knit family turns out
to be, well, just as complicated as you might expect.
It's such a pleasure to watch actors and filmmakers working at the very top of
their game, you may be shocked to realize how rare an experience that

Vanessa Williams'
Surprising DNA Test

actually is. Even gifted performers like Bening and Moore can overplay when

(Ancestry.com)

poorly directed, but Cholodenko ("High Art," "Laurel Canyon") guides her
perfectly meshed cast with the gentlest hand, allowing each to delve fully into
the wise, openhearted script she wrote with Stuart Blumberg.
10 Celebrity Couples
with a Large Age Gap

Every scene has its highlights, from amusing observations about sex to
poignant truths about parenting and partnerships. But what you'll remember

(Celebrity Gossip Answers)

most is the exquisitely lovely final scene, in which Cholodenko reminds us that
all we need is a single moment of perfection in a family, or even in a film  to
believe that somehow, things will always be all right.

OTHER STORIES

Bad Neighborhoods:
How to Read the
Warning Signs Before
You Move in
(realtor.com)
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Celebrity Twins: 15 Stars You
Didn't Know Were Twins
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EDITORS' PICKS
Neil Young releases
surprise album on
vinyl
Neil Young has pulled a
Beyonce. Sort of. The icon
of the classic rock age
blindsided everyone over
the weekend with the
“surprise” release of an allacoustic album of classic
Emma Stone calls out
folk cover songs, most written in the late '60s.

10 Pictures of Lady Gaga Looking
Like a Normal Person

Broke and Famous. 15 Stars That
Lost It All.

Celebrities Who Have Aged the
Worst
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She Budgets

Ranker
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boyfriend Andrew
Garfield for sexist
comment

Emma Stone and Andrew
Garfield got in a tiny lover's
spat during a recent
interview. The 25yearold
actress called out her beau while the pair was
Netflix to raise price
promoting their latest flick, "The Amazing SpiderMan
for new subscribers
2."
Customers late to the
bingewatching game at
Netflix are in for an
unpleasant surprise: a
price hike. New subscribers
will have to pay $1 to $2 a
month more for the company’s $7.99 streaming video
Lindsey Vonn, Elin
services later this quarter, Net¬flix said on Monday.

Nordegren ‘close
friends’: report

There's apparently no bad
blood between the two
women in Tiger Woods' life.
His girlfriend Lindsey Vonn
is said to be "close friends"
with Woods' exwife Elin Nordegren.

Brian Williams raps to
‘Gin and Juice’

SORT

ADS BY YAHOO!
LOW MINIMUM
INVESTMENTS

Minimum stock purchase is only
$10. Pay $0 fees. Start today.
(Loyal3.com/Stocks)

LUMOSITY BRAIN GAMES

Challenge memory and attention
with scientific brain games.
(www.lumosity.com)

BAD CREDIT LOAN
REFINANCE

Anyone Need a Bad Credit Loan?
No problem. Compare and Save.
(AnyCreditMortgage.biz/BadCreditLoan)

Brian Williams has reprised
his role as a rapper on
Jimmy Fallon's "Tonight
Show." The creative late
night host debuted a
second video Monday of
Williams' NBC news broadcasts mashed together, but
Dean McDermott: Sex
this time to the sounds of rapper Snoop Dogg's "Gin
with Tori Spelling
and Juice."

‘wasn’t fantastic’

Dean McDermott admitted
sex with wife Tori Spelling
"wasn't fantastic,"
suggesting that's what led
to his infidelity and
subsequent rehab stint in January.
Barbara Walters and

Mayor de Blasio
declares ''Barbara
Walters Day'
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Michael Bloomberg had a
longrunning joke about
running off and getting
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